When epidemiologic studies are conducted in a subset of the population, selection bias can threaten the validity of causal inference. This bias can occur whether or not that selected population is the target population, and can occur even in the absence of exposure-outcome confounding.
INTRODUCTION
When bias in an epidemiologic study is unavoidable, various methods can be used to assess the robustness of results to factors that limit causal inference, such as unmeasured confounding, measurement error, and selection. While there exist relatively simple sensitivity analysis approaches for measurement error and unmeasured confounding, 1-5 those for selection bias are limited by computational or mathematical complexity, the need for strong assumptions or the specification of a large number of parameters, or applicability only to certain selection mechanisms or study designs. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] In this article we show that selection bias can be bounded by straightforward expressions that allow for a simple approach to sensitivity analysis. We use the term selection bias to describe the extent to which a parameter being estimated differs from a causal effect in either the total population or some subset of it, due to the restriction of the study population. This bias is sometimes defined as that resulting from selecting on a collider; that is, a common effect of two variables in the causal structure. 14 Such selection may be due to convenience in study design or analysis, a desire to evaluate an exposure-outcome relationship in a subset of the population, an attempt to limit other types of bias, or non-participation and loss to follow-up.
For example, in birth defects studies, it is often difficult or impossible to collect data on pregnancies that do not result in a live birth. Analyzing the exposure-outcome relationship in only live births may lead to selection bias when a factor determining the probability of live birth is also related to the exposure of interest. In other types of studies, a question about a particular subpopulation is the motivation for the selection. For example, an exposure (e.g., obesity) may be particularly harmful or protective among people with certain health conditions (e.g., cardiovascular disease).
However, even when selection is due to interest in a particular subpopulation, selecting on a factor of interest does not eliminate the potential for bias, if for example that factor itself is related to the exposure.
Solutions to these problems often involve a number of assumptions, particularly when the target of causal inference is the whole population and not just the subpopulation from which the sample was selected. Our simplified approach to assessing selection bias makes clear the target of inference and limits the number of parameters and assumptions that determine the possible magnitude of the bias.
We show that the magnitude of the bias in the causal risk ratio can be bounded by simple expressions that relate the variables in the causal structure, which may be known or hypothetical. In Table 2 and the Appendix we extend the results to the risk difference scale. The bounds differ depending on the target population of interest and the selection procedure, but require no assumptions about the type or number of measured or unmeasured variables that cause the bias, or interactions between pairs of variables. We consider several causal structures under which the bounds can be applied and motivate their use in the contexts above and with other examples. Finally, we show that under certain assumptions about the equality of the parameters determining bias, a summary measure can be constructed for each of various scenarios, which can be used as a simple technique for assessing the robustness to selection bias of results from an epidemiologic analysis.
THE SELECTION BIAS BOUNDING FACTOR
The Size and Structure of the Bias Consider a situation in which a causal population-level risk ratio (RR) comparing two levels of an exposure denoted A is the parameter of interest. Although our results hold comparing any two values of categorical or continuous A, we will assume binary A ∈ {0, 1} for ease of notation.
Let Y ∈ {0, 1} denote the binary outcome and S be a binary indicator of selection, where S = 1 indicates the subset of the population included in the study and S = 0 that which is excluded. Let C denote a set of measured covariates. In case-control studies, the odds ratio (OR) may approximate the RR; we assume this approximation holds throughout this article. Furthermore, although cases are selected with higher probability than controls in such studies, we can ignore that aspect of the selection mechanism, as it does not bias the OR.
We will use potential outcome notation wherein Y a indicates the value of Y under treatment A = a. Let the causal RR conditional on covariates C = c, P (Y 1 = 1|c)/P (Y 0 = 1|c) be denoted RR true AY , and assume that it is identifiable as P (Y = 1|A = 1, c)/P (Y = 1|A = 0, c). This requires that certain identifiability conditions hold, including consistency, positivity, and, in particular, exchangeability Y a ⊥ ⊥ A|C; that is, that Y a is independent of actual exposure A conditional on measured covariates C. 15 For simplicity in the development that follows we will assume that all analyses are carried out within strata of measured confounders C as necessary, and exclude reference to those variables, but all subsequent probability expressions can be interpreted as conditional on measured covariates C.
Suppose now, due to some selection mechanism, we are limited to estimating the RR only within a subpopulation, denoted by S = 1, so that we estimate RR obs AY = P (Y = 1|A = 1, S = 1)/P (Y = 1|A = 0, S = 1). If we restrict analysis to S = 1, selection bias occurs if it is not the case that Y a ⊥ ⊥ A|S = 1, even though Y a ⊥ ⊥ A in the population. The bias is not due to the fact that the RRs in the total and selected populations differ, but to the fact that RR obs AY is not a causal effect even in the selected population. (Later in the text, Results 5A and 5B correspond to the situation in which such an effect is of interest.) Several causal structures in which selection bias may occur are shown in Figure 1 . In each situation, bias is induced by a selection process which is itself differential with respect to the exposure or outcome and some unmeasured (or possibly measured) factor(s), denoted U . Consider the setting in which conditional on some unmeasured covariate(s) U , we have Y ⊥ ⊥ S|{A, U }. This independence holds in the causal diagrams in Figures 1 (A) , (B) and (D). For ease of notation, we will consider U to be a categorical variable, but the results hold for general U or vector of variables denoted U . We can rewrite the target parameter in terms of U :
.
Let the relative bias due to selection be defined as RR obs AY /RR true AY . By bounding this value, we can assess the maximum strength of the bias in terms of parameters that describe relationships between U and other variables.
The Bounding Factor
We bound the relative bias from above, assuming that the RR obs AY > RR true AY . If not, and the bias < 1, interest is naturally in a bound from below. We can then reverse the coding of A so that bias > 1, resulting in an appropriate bound once the coding is reversed.
We define the following parameters:
The RR U Y |(A=a) parameters can be interpreted as the maximum relative risks for Y = 1 comparing any two values of U within strata of A = 1 and A = 0, respectively. It need not be a causal relationship that is described by this risk ratio, as U may be downstream of Y in some situations that are susceptible to selection bias (e.g., Figure 1 (B) ). The RR SU |(A=a) parameters are the maximum factors by which selection is associated with an increased prevalence of some value of U within stratum A = 1, and by which non-selection is associated with an increased prevalence of some value of U within stratum A = 0. If RR obs AY has been estimated within strata of measured confounders C, then these parameters are defined conditional on the same confounders.
We now present our first result, a proof of which is given in the Appendix.
Result 1A tells us that the bias is guaranteed to be equal to or smaller in magnitude than the given expression, which we will call in general a bounding factor. A researcher or reader who proposes that some factor U has led to selection bias can propose values that plausibly describe the relationships between that factor and selection and the outcome and calculate the bounding factor from these parameters. That bounding factor (or set of bounding factors constructed from ranges of values) can be divided out of the estimate of RR obs AY to come up with the smallest possible RR that would be compatible with RR true AY .
Example: Zika Virus
After a rise in microcephaly cases in northeast Brazil closely followed an outbreak of Zika virus in that region, evidence from biological and ecologic data supported a causal link. 16 In particular, models using surveillance data showed that the population risk of microcephaly increased after Zika infections in the first semester of pregnancy. 17 The relationship was seemingly confirmed with the first case-control study to examine the association, from which de Arajo et al. reported an adjusted OR of 73.1 (95% CI 13.0, ∞). 18 Both live and still births were recruited as cases; however, pregnancies that resulted in miscarriage or elective abortion would have been missed by this study design, which corresponds to Figure 1 (A). The probability of not having a termination (S = 1) may be affected by exposure to the virus (A) as well as socioeconomic or behavioral conditions such as lack of access to medical care (U ), which may also affect the probability of microcephaly (Y ) (e.g., giving birth in a public hospital, low education, and being unmarried have been associated with microcephaly in Brazil 19 ). Selecting only live and still births in the analysis may therefore lead to selection bias.
Suppose that access to medical care affected the probability of microcephaly by up to 2-fold among the Zika-exposed and unexposed (i.e., RR U Y |(A=1) = RR U Y |(A=0) = 2) and that lack of access to medical care for pregnant women was up to 1.7 times more likely for women without an induced abortion among the Zika-exposed (RR SU |(A=1) = 1.7) and access to medical care up to 1.5 times more likely for women with an induced abortion among the unexposed (RR SU |(A=1) = 1.5).
The bias factor is then
The most such selection bias could alter the estimate can be obtained by dividing the original estimate and confidence interval by this bias factor to obtain an OR of 48.4 (95% CI 8.6, ∞), which is of course still a very large effect estimate.
A Summary Measure
Instead of calculating each of the parameters in the bounding factor individually, we may be interested in assessing the overall susceptibility of a result to selection bias. This can be done with a single value that summarizes the extent to which a RR obs AY = 1 may be a spurious finding entirely due to selection bias.
Result 1B. If Y ⊥ ⊥ S|{A, U }, then the minimum magnitude of each of the four parameters that make up the bounding factor, assuming the four are equal, that would be sufficient to shift a given RR obs AY to the null is given by:
For example, if RR obs AY = 3, then all four of the parameters in the bounding factor must be equal to or greater than √ 3 + 3 − √ 3 = 2.9 to have generated sufficient selection bias. If one of the four is smaller than 2.9, then one or more of the parameters must be greater than 2.9 to compensate.
Because it only depends on RR obs AY , this summary measure is easy to calculate and compare across studies. However, it is context specific: it is interpreted relative to the selection mechanism in a given study and conditional on whatever confounders have been controlled for in the analysis.
Based on content knowledge, investigators and readers can judge whether there exists a U that could be so strongly related both to the outcome and to selection within strata of the exposure and the measured confounders.
Such calculations can also be performed using the lower limit of the confidence interval instead of RR obs AY , to see what strength of the selection parameters would be necessary to result in a confidence interval that includes the null value of 1.
Example: Zika Virus Revisited
With no assumptions about the exact nature of the unmeasured factors U , we can use Result 1B to assess the plausibility that the Zika-microcephaly association is fully explained by selection bias. By calculating the summary measure 73.1 − √ 73.1 + √ 73.1 = 16.6, we come to conclusions about the strength of the relationships with the unmeasured behaviors or socioeconomic conditions (such as lack of access to medical care) that would be necessary to produce an RR obs AY of 73.1 if RR true AY = 1. An unmeasured variable (e.g., lack of access to medical care) that increased the risk of microcephaly by 16.6-fold in both exposed and unexposed women, that was 16.6 times higher among exposed women with live or still births than among those whose pregnancies were terminated, and was also 16.6 times lower among unexposed women could suffice, but weaker selection could not.
Risk ratios of that magnitude are rarely seen in epidemiologic research, particularly in the context of behavioral differences, lending confidence that the increased microcephaly risk is not the result of selection bias. We can repeat the calculation with the lower bound of the confidence interval, 13.0, in order to assess the magnitude of selection bias necessary to shift the confidence interval to include the null. This gives a summary measure of 6.7; although it is perhaps plausible that one of the parameters is that large, it seems unlikely that all four are. Assuming that confounding was fully accounted for in the study via matching and multivariate control and that all variables were correctly measured, it seems that even in the presence of possible selection bias, the evidence is very strong that Zika infection in pregnant women causes microcephaly.
SPECIAL CASES AND THEIR BOUNDING FACTORS AND SUMMARY

MEASURES
Here we consider a number of special cases which result in modified bounding factors and summary measures. Table 1 summarizes the results, and derivations are provided in the Appendix.
When S = U (Results 2A and 2B)
In some situations, U may not be unmeasured and may be common to the entire selected population. This is the case, for example, when some characteristic defines or directly leads to selection into a study. When this is true the bounding factor is simplified.
We can also construct a summary measure for this situation. It can be used in the same way as that in Result 1B, but only describes the minimum magnitude of the two parameters in the modified bounding factor in Result 2A.
Result 2B. If S = U , then the minimum magnitude of each of the two parameters that make up the bounding factor in Result 2A, assuming they are equal, that would be sufficient to shift a given RR obs AY to the null is given by:
Assumptions about Directionality (Results 3A and 3B)
Although Result 1A requires minimal assumptions, sometimes we can make assumptions that decrease the magnitude of the bounding factor, which can provide us with more confidence that a given result is not due to selection bias. The bounding factor is greatest when P (Y = 1|A = 1, S = 1) > P (Y = 1|A = 1, S = 0) and P (Y = 1|A = 0, S = 1) < P (Y = 1|A = 0, S = 0); that is, when selection is associated with increased risk of the outcome among the exposed and with decreased risk among the unexposed. However, if selection is associated with increased risk among both groups, then we have the following result.
Result 3A. If Y ⊥ ⊥ S|{A, U } and if P (Y = 1|A = 1, S = 1)/P (Y = 1|A = 1, S = 0) and P (Y = 1|A = 0, S = 1)/P (Y = 1|A = 0, S = 0) are both greater than 1, then:
Results are analogous with decreased risk for both groups, with A = 0 replacing A = 1 in each of the parameters. (If selection is associated with decreased risk among the exposed and increased risk among the unexposed, the bias ≤ 1, so A should be recoded to construct a meaningful bound.)
If assumptions about the consistency of the direction of the selection-outcome relationship can be made, then we can also use simpler expressions as the summary measures; for increased risk in both groups the summary measure is stated in the following result.
P (Y = 1|A = 0, S = 1)/P (Y = 1|A = 0, S = 0) are both greater than 1, then the minimum magnitude of each of the two parameters that make up the bounding factor in Result 3A, assuming they are equal, that would be sufficient to shift a given RR obs AY to the null is given by:
When the outcome risk is decreased with selection in both exposure groups, the summary measure refers to the minimum strength of the parameters RR U Y |(A=0) and RR SU |(A=0) . Results 3A and 3B
have the same analytic form of the recently proposed "E-value" calculated to assess robustness to unmeasured confounding. 20 When S = U with Directionality Assumptions (Results 4A and 4B)
When S = U and we can make assumptions about the increase or decrease of risk in both exposure groups with selection, we can combine earlier results. For increased risk in both groups, we have the following result.
Result 4A. If S = U and if P (Y = 1|A = 1, S = 1)/P (Y = 1|A = 1, S = 0) and P (Y = 1|A = 0, S = 1)/P (Y = 1|A = 0, S = 0) are both greater than 1, then:
The summary measure describing the minimum magnitude of the sole parameter is also simplified.
Result 4B. If S = U and if P (Y = 1|A = 1, S = 1)/P (Y = 1|A = 1, S = 0) and P (Y = 1|A = 0, S = 1)/P (Y = 1|A = 0, S = 0) are both greater than 1, then the minimum magnitude of RR U Y |(A=1) that would be sufficient to shift a given RR obs AY to the null is given by:
Example: Endometrial Cancer
For many years the relationship between estrogen replacement therapy and endometrial cancer was clouded by controversy over proper study design to minimize bias. In an attempt to limit differential outcome detection by estrogen exposure, Horwitz and Feinstein simultaneously performed a case-control study of exogenous estrogens and endometrial cancer in a population of women who had undergone intra-endometrial diagnostic procedures and one with a more "conventional" sampling method. 21 They claimed their estimates of an OR of 2.30 using the "alternative" sampling method and an OR of 11.98 with the conventional method supported their worry about biased cancer detection. However, their selection procedure was shown to induce bias. 22 The structure leading to this bias is shown in Figure 1 (B), in which U represents a diagnostic procedure; in this case, all of those selected (S) have undergone such a procedure. We can use a bounding factor to assess how plausible it is that selection bias could explain the authors' much reduced OR. In this context we are curious about whether bias could shift the result to a specific value and not to the null.
Since our proposed RR true AY = 11.98 > RR obs AY = 2.30, the bias < 1, and we recode the exposure for a relative bias of 11.98/2.3 = 5.2. Since everyone in the selected population had symptoms that led to a diagnostic procedure, we will use the bounding factor that assumes S = U . If we assume that having a hysterectomy is associated with increased cancer prevalence in both estrogen-exposed and non-exposed women, we have by Result 4B that 5.2 < RR U Y |(A=1) (recalling that A = 1, after recoding, now refers to those unexposed to estrogen). This means that in order for the difference in ORs to be possibly explained by selection bias (that is, for the RR obs AY of 2.30 to shift to at least 11.98 after accounting for selection bias), the prevalence of endometrial cancer in non-users of estrogen who have undergone hysterectomy or other diagnostic procedure must be greater than 5.2 times that in non-users who have not.
THE SELECTED POPULATION AS THE TARGET POPULATION
In some studies the causal risk ratio in the selected population, and not in the entire population, may be the target parameter. This may occur, for example, when S is an indicator of a well-defined population for which an estimated causal effect is desired and not simply the result of poor sampling or selective attrition.
Under the same notation and assumptions as above, we denote RR true .
Again we are concerned with the relative bias RR obs AY /RR true AY |(S=1) . This bias can be conceptualized as equivalent to that due to unmeasured confounding, which occurs when U is associated with the exposure A and also affects the outcome Y . Although A and U are marginally independent, as in Figures 1 (A) , (C), and (D), an association between the two is induced by conditioning on selection into the study, represented by the boxed S in the diagrams. Then, within stratum S = 1, we have a situation equivalent to confounding by U , due to its relationships with the exposure and outcome. Extending previously published bounds for bias due to unmeasured confounding, 5 we have a bounding factor for inference in the selected population as follows.
Result 5A. If Y a ⊥ ⊥ A|{S = 1, U }, then:
The parameter RR U Y |(S=1) is the maximum risk ratio for the outcome given any two values of U among either the unexposed or exposed selected population. Because data is available on a sample of this population, this could be approximated using available data on measured confounders.
Because the second parameter, RR AU |(S=1) , represents an association induced between two marginally independent variables (i.e., the dependence due to collider stratification), it is not as intuitive to specify. However, it is conceptually similar to one of the two required to define a bound for bias in the natural direct effect, 23 where the A-U relationship is induced by conditioning on a mediator. In the great majority of cases, the bound that uses this parameter is smaller than one that uses the maximum RR for S = 1 comparing two values of U or the maximum risk ratio for S = 1 comparing two values of A instead. 24 Depending on the structure of the selection bias mechanism, one of these two parameters might be more intuitive to quantify, and can generally replace RR AU |(S=1) for an approximate bounding factor.
Summary Measure
The summary measure that follows from Result 5A can then be given in the following result.
Result 5B. If Y a ⊥ ⊥ A|{S = 1, U }, then the minimum value of RR AU |(S=1) and RR U Y |(S=1) , assuming the two parameters are equal, that would be sufficient to shift a given RR obs AY to the null is given by:
Results 5A and 5B have the same analytic form of the recently proposed "E-value" calculated to assess robustness to unmeasured confounding. 20
Example: Obesity Paradox
The obesity paradox is a well-known phenomenon in chronic disease epidemiology in which overweight and obesity are associated with increased survival compared to normal weight among patients with certain conditions. 25 Whether this is a real causal effect (which could result in different weight recommendations for people living with chronic conditions) or due to bias -in particular, bias resulting from selection on a common effect (chronic disease) of both obesity and some unmeasured factor that is also related to death (Figure 1(C) ) -is the subject of much debate. Because we are interested in the population of CAD patients, we can use Result 5B to assess the plausibility of such a result being due to some unmeasured common cause of heart failure and death: 1.50 + 1.50(1.50 − 1) = 2.37. The unmeasured factor must increase the risk of death among normal weight or obese CAD patients by a factor of 2.37 (independent of the factors already included in the model), as well as differ between the obesity exposure categories in CAD patients by the same factor, if there were truly no protective effect of obesity on death in that population.
Because the latter relationship, between obesity and the unmeasured factor, would be one induced solely by the selection of CAD patients, it may be difficult to specify. It may be more intuitive to consider an unmeasured factor that directly increases the risk of CAD by the same factor of 2.37, which will generally also suffice to bound the selection bias. We can repeat the calculation and interpretation with the lower bound of the confidence interval, which gives us a summary measure of 1.74, to assess the bias necessary for the confidence interval to include the null.
DISCUSSION
Because selection bias can be difficult to quantify, it is often ignored in sensitivity analysis or only explored in complex analyses that must be relegated to appendices. A simple way to characterize the possible extent of selection bias in terms of the relationships in the causal structure that induces it will allow researchers to more easily assess the plausibility of this bias with minimal assumptions.
Thinking about selection bias as described in this article will also force researchers to clearly define the target population of interest, whether that be the total population or those with the characteristics of the selected sample. Making assumptions to simplify the bounding factor can also There are nonetheless several limitations to these bounds. First, they are only applicable under certain causal structures that lead to selection bias. The results here describe the maximum bias that could result from the parameters; the same parameters could also induce less bias. This conservative approach is useful when less is known about the selection mechanism and a simple exploration of the possible bias is desired. When more information is available, a more complex but precise method may be preferred. 7, 8, [10] [11] [12] Next, the RR AU |(S=1) parameter in the bound for the selected population is unintuitive and may be hard to specify even in the presence of solid knowledge about the selection mechanism; however, RRs relating the exposure or selection to the unobserved factor can usually be used in its place. 24 Finally, this article only addresses bias due to selection and assumes other criteria for causal inference, such as control of exposure-outcome confounding and lack of measurement error, have been met. Future work could combine this approach to selection bias with other methods for bias analysis and could take into account the possibility that factors leading to selection bias could be sources of other types of bias. 
The bias due to selection of the observed risk difference, RD obs AY − RD true AY , is guaranteed to be less than this value. The parameters that define each bound are defined in the main text.
b The bound holds under the assumption that Y ⊥ ⊥ S{A, U }.
c The parameter of interest, RD true AY , is the causal risk difference for the whole population. d The factor responsible for selection bias, U , is common to the entire selected population. 
Appendix for Bounding Bias Due to Selection
Louisa H. Smith and Tyler J. VanderWeele
RESULTS FOR THE RISK RATIO
General selection bias
Bounding factor
Assume that the causal risk ratio P (Y 1 =1) P (Y 0 =1) is identifiable (perhaps within strata of confounders) as
Assume, however, that we only have access to data in a selected sample, so we are actually estimating
Finally, assume that although Y a ⊥ ⊥ A, it is not the case that Y a ⊥ ⊥ A|S = 1, so that the observed risk ratio is a biased estimator of the true causal risk ratio in the total population. (When Y a ⊥ ⊥ A|S = 1, the causal risk ratio for the selected population is unbiased and can be estimated in the data, but may differ from the causal effect in the total population due to differences in the distribution of other risk factors for the outcome.)
We define the selection bias factor as bias = RR obs
Assume that bias > 1. If not, reverse the coding of A (so that we when we bound the bias from above, as follows, we are in fact bounding the originally coded bias from below). 
Because
Now assume that there exists U such that Y ⊥ ⊥ S|{A, U }. We will assume a categorical U with values u = 1, 2, ..., k for ease of notation, but U can also be continuous and/or a vector of random variables.
Since 
These values can be interpreted as the maximum relative risks comparing any two values of U on Y within strata of A = 1 and A = 0, respectively; and the maximum factors by which selection increases the prevalence of some value of U within the stratum A = 1 and by which non-selection increases the relative prevalence of some value of U within stratum A = 0.
Each expression in the left-hand side of (2) is positive, so from (3) and (4) we have that
Now consider the cases in which S, in one of both of the expressions in (1), takes on the value 1.
In that case, one or both of the factors in (1) is equal to 1. 
Because the right-hand side of equation (5) is greater or equal to the right-hand side of the three bias inequalities under the other three conditions, then it is an upper bound for the bias in each case.
Summary measure
To construct a summary measure for the strength of a given risk ratio against selection bias, we can find the smallest risk ratio implied by the bounding factor that would be sufficient to reduce a given RR obs AY to RR true AY = 1, assuming each of the parameters in the bounding factor were of that same magnitude. Denote that value RR. Then
Solving this inequality for RR shows us that for selection bias to completely explain away RR obs AY ,
When S = U
Bounding factor
In some cases selection may be directly determined by U , so that S = U . Then RR SU |(A=0) = RR SU |(A=1) = 1 0 . To bound the bias in such cases we can take the limit of the right-hand side of equation (5) as each RR SU approaches ∞:
bias ≤ lim
Summary measure
By the same reasoning as above, if we assume both parameters in the bounding factor are of the same magnitude, then
Increased risk in both exposure groups Results 3A follows from the derivation of Result 1A using only that factor in (1), giving us:
Again denote by RR the smallest risk ratio implied by the bounding factor that would be sufficient to reduce a given RR obs AY to RR true AY = 1, assuming each of the parameters in the bounding factor in Result 3B were of that same magnitude. Then
Increased risk in both exposure groups and when S = U
Bounding factor
Result 4A immediately follows from Results 2A and 3A.
Summary measure
Result 4B is trivial.
Inference in the selected population
Bounding factor
Now assume that the parameter of interest is the causal risk ratio within the selected population, RR obs
Summary measure
The analytic form of Result 5A is equivalent to that of Result 2A. It therefore follows that the minimum magnitude of each of the two parameters that make up the bounding factor in Result 5A, assuming they are equal, that would be sufficient to shift a given RR obs AY to the null is given by:
RESULTS FOR THE RISK DIFFERENCE
General selection bias
Bound
As with the risk ratio, we assume that the causal risk difference P (
We exclude the variables necessary to eliminate confounding from the conditioning statement for ease of notation, but the above could hold conditional on confounders C, in which case assume all probability statements that follow are also conditional on confounders C.
If we only have data from a selected population, we observe
Again we assume that it is not the case that Y a ⊥ ⊥ A|S = 1, so that RD obs AY is a biased estimator of the causal risk difference. Now we are concerned with bias on the additive scale:
Assume that the bias is non-negative; if not, recode the exposure A so that it is. 
Because RD true
The right-hand side of equation (6) is maximized with S = 0 in both conditioning statements, so we will find a bound for the bias under that condition.
We can therefore rewrite (6) 
The bias is bounded by the sum of two risk differences representing the association between S and Y within strata of A. To deal with each of them simultaneously we will consider bounding the apparent risk difference for any value A = a and two values of S, s and s * : to eliminate the apparent association between S and Y (and therefore the selection bias as well, as the extent to which RD app SY is non-zero (for each value of A) is essentially the extent of the bias due to selection). We will denote the risk difference conditional on U as RD true SY .
Because RD true SY = 0, a bound for RD app SY − RD true SY is also a bound for RD app SY .
We Returning to equation (7), we now can replace each of the apparent risk differences with their bounds, which will be an overall bound for the bias: 
Bound
Combining Results 2A and 3A, we have that bias ≤ RR U Y |(A=1) − P (Y = 1|A = 1, S = 1)/RR U Y |(A=1) .
Inference in the selected population
Bound
When we are concerned with the causal risk difference P (Y 1 = 1|S = 1) − P (Y 0 = 1|S = 1), we assume that Y a ⊥ ⊥ A|{S = 1, U }; that is, conditioning on U is sufficient to eliminate the bias induced by conditioning on the selected population. This is an equivalent condition to that which requires U to suffice to control for confounding, conditional on measured confounders, in VanderWeele and Ding 2016b. 2 We can use their results for bounding the causal risk difference under unmeasured confounding as follows.
Define the following for arbitrary U with K levels (for notational simplicity, as in Section I):
RD 
